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(Percent change, unless Overview of the World Economic 

Outlook & Projections noted otherwise)

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook

▪ Global economy is projected to grow at 6 percent in 2021, moderating to 4.4 percent in 2022. Advanced

Economies is targeted by 5.1% growth in 2021, while 2022 defined to grow by 3.6%. 2021 is prominently

forecasted with 6.7% for Emerging Market and Developing Economies, following 2022 with 5.0% Annual growth.

▪ World Trade Volume Forecast for 2021-2022 distinct with accordance of 8.4% and 6.5% annual growth.

▪ Total Imports for 2021 is expected to be increased by 9.05%, while Export targeted for 7.75% growth.

Actual result - Global trade rebounds in 1H of 2021, increasing by about 10% YoY and 4 % QoQ.

World trade to continue recovering during 2021 

Source: UNCTAD estimates based on national statistics. 

❑Global Trade, Container Shipping and GSC outlook

Global Trade
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Global Container Shipping

Since 2003-year container sector posted very high growth rates. Global container throughput rose by an annual
average rate of more than 35%.

The reasons for the historically very high growth:

✓ Increasing international division of labor and the growing liberalization of world trade;

✓ The share of goods that are ideal for shipping via container has risen steadily;

✓ Advances in container technology allow more and more goods to be transported via container;

✓ Container ships possess specific advantages over traditional general cargo freighters: shorter loading and
unloading times reduce turnaround times in the port, which cuts costs;

✓ Options for onward conveyance via other modes of transport are better with containers than with general cargo;

✓ Ever bigger and faster ships have enabled constant productivity gains;

✓ Increase in capacity has cranked up the price pressure in the sector;

✓ Extensive investment in port infrastructure has been and remains essential for fast growth.

❖ Since development in the mid-20th century, container shipping enabled a standardized method of freight
transportation that made it safe and efficient to transport goods overseas. Since 2003-year container sector
posted very high growth rates. Global container throughput rose by an annual average rate of more than 35%.

❑Global Trade, Container Shipping and GSC outlook

Container throughput at ports worldwide from 2012 to 2020 with a 

forecast for 2021 until 2024

(in million TEUs)
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• Global Trade is highly inefficient and burdened by paper-based processes. Supply chains are

struggling with fragmentation of data, low visibility and low levels of collaboration between

partners. Covid-19 and disruptions in the Industry shows importance of digitalization as its

defined costly.

• Supply chains still grapple with a range of documentation and myriad compliances. These

include shipping notes, way-bills, lading invoices, hazardous goods notes, VAT, customs

duties, etc. They add to costs and cause needless delays, thus, Invest in digitalization will

increase efficiency in the Global supply chain.

❑Global Trade, Container Shipping and GSC outlook

Advantages of Digitisation for Global Supply Chain

➢Connect the Industry stakeholders;

➢Determine true information sharing;

➢Increase collaboration and trust;

➢Boost innovation.

Burden in Global Supply Chain
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Logistic performance index

LPI ranks countries on six dimensions of trade. They are:

➢ The efficiency of customs and border management clearance (Customs).

➢ The quality of trade and transport infrastructure (Infrastructure).

➢ The ease of arranging competitively priced shipments (Ease of arranging shipments).

➢ The competence and quality of logistics services—trucking, forwarding, and customs brokerage (Quality of logistics services).

➢ The ability to track and trace consignments (Tracking and tracing).

➢ The frequency with which shipments reach consignees within scheduled or expected delivery times (Timeliness).

❑LPI connectivity to Digitalisation
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Technology - simplify and connect Global supply chains

Technology - simplify and connect Global supply chains

As the global integrator of logistics, Maersk wants to change logistics and adopting new technology to simplify and connect supply chains. The
combination of big data application and AI algorithms makes all aspects of the supply more accurate and efficient.

Latest Digital steps:

➢ Mobile App - (270% YoY growth in 2020);

➢ Online Maersk Logistics Hub;

➢ Captain Peter - (78% YoY growth in 2020).

❖ Technology will be the key enabler for creating customer value individual business performance as well as harvesting synergies

❑Digitalisation as a part of Maersk DNA
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TradeLens is an open and neutral supply chain platform underpinned by blockchain technology. TradeLens Core strengthens

operations with true end-to-end visibility of containerized freight and powerful trade document collaboration tools for members.

The TradeLens blockchain is a shared, immutable ledger that records transactions and tracks tangible and intangible assets. Virtually

anything of value can be tracked and traded on a blockchain network, reducing risk and cutting costs for all involved.

MAERSK understands importance of the TradeLens for global trade and transport future as a gamechanger that will support

efficiancy and transparency.

TradeLens eBL is a paperless instrument, issued by carriers, that is transferable, entitles the holder to the goods in shipment, and is

surrendered to carriers for cargo release. Exchanging the eBL is a standardized process for all TradeLens participants.

Benefits: 

✓ Increase security and transparency;

✓ Streamline processes;

✓ Reduce cost;

✓ Access a digital ecosystem.

TradeLens Objectives:

Connecting the ecosystem;

Fostering collaboration and trust;

Driving true information sharing;

Spurring innovation.

TradeLens promotes a more efficient, predictable and secure exchange of information and fosters greater collaboration and trust

across the global supply chain. Secure sharing of near real-time, actionable supply chain information documents and events across all

parties to a trade. Customers will gain full, trusted visibility on the end-to-end journey of a shipment.

❑TradeLens – Maersk Experience
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TradeLens Core Features:

TradeLens Ecosystem Combines:

➢ Transport Insight;

➢ Shipment management;

➢ Document Sharing;

➢ Dashboards;

➢ Continuous Data Improvement;

➢ Notification;

➢ API integration;

➢ Partner Access.

❖ Through the platform, TradeLens customers gain access to end-to-end container transportation

visibility, can collaborate with their logistics and trading partners including sharing documents

on blockchain, and gain a comprehensive picture of the flow of goods. Partner Access can

helps drive synergies across supply chain ecosystem, and TradeLens electronic Bill of Lading

helps eliminate costly paperless processes that are prone to human error.

❖ TradeLens brings together data from the entire global supply chain ecosystem including

shippers, port operators, intermodal operators, customs authorities, and shipping lines. Each

entity shares information that can be tracked, stored and actioned across the platform

throughout a shipment’s journey. It aims to modernize manual and paper-based documents,

replacing them with blockchain enabled digital solutions.

❑TradeLens – Maersk Experience

Customs and Government Authorities

Authorities and agents in charge of the import and export of goods want powerful new tools

to help them digitize the customs clearance data and document workflows, improve risk

management, and increase transparency.

Ocean Carriers

Carriers around the world are looking to gain efficiency and improve asset utilization in

order to deliver better customer service and offer competitive rates on every shipment.

Ports and Terminals

Port and terminal operators are seeking ways to increase the efficiency of yard planning,

improve communications around customs-release and connect to an extended port community.

Shippers And Cargo Owners

At the heart of the platform is a sophisticated permissions-based system that allows parties to

view, edit and use data.

Intermodal Operators

Train, drayage and barge operators are looking for trustworthy visibility and document

management tools to help make informed decisions and let them focus on efficient asset

planning and building value-added services for customers.

3PLs and Freight Forwarders

Third-party logistics providers (3PLs) handling their customers’ cargo want to advance their

digital strategy, gain immediate back-office efficiencies, and position their business as a

trusted partner to their regional and global customers.

Financial Services Providers

Financial services providers, including insurance companies, want to automate laborious

manual verification processes, increase transparency, simplify compliance and streamline

financial settlements.
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10

Authorities

Working with authorities from 10+

countries to deliver better information

sharing, less manual paperwork, and

easier connections to national single

window platforms.

Carriers

Partnerships with >15 global ocean

carriers representing data on 75% of

global container shipping volume

Intermodal + Rail

Maximizing the value of logistics

firms (3PL and Intermodal) by

improving collaboration via open

global standards around commercial,

documentary, and operational

elements

Ports and Terminals

• Coverage across 6 continents

• Data  from up to 600 ports and terminals captured by existing 

TradeLens members

• 200+ ports and terminals directly integrated in to TradeLens

Ports and terminals directly integrated with TradeLens

Ports and terminals contributing data to TradeLens

❑TradeLens – Maersk Experience

The TradeLens Ecosystem today
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TradeLens blockchain business network

❑TradeLens – Maersk Experience

TradeLens Core

* Note: representative sample only of the data on the platform
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Benefits TradeLens bring to the Customer

1. Realtime Visibility of Shipments ;

2. Connecting Supply Chain Partners Together;

3. Digital Documents Accuracy and Sharing;

4. TradeLens unified eBL;

5. Integrate with external Systems.

❑TradeLens – Maersk Experience

Benefits for Transport/Logistic companies

• Common, end-to-end platform provides a single, standard source for supply chain event data, enabling faster and

better customer service, and improving competitiveness by reducing the costs of information collection and

increasing focus on higher value services;

• Reduces costs of end-to-end shipment tracking, through the availability of a centralized information backbone and

possibility of API integration;

• Multiple mechanisms for obtaining inland transport data allows for amore value-focused sourcing strategy and

provides customers with almost immediate event information in a single platform;

• Historical and current data from all supply chain network members provide transportation planners with more

complete information, allowing them to effectively plan logistics to improved customer satisfaction;

• Reduce time to correct paperwork errors by connecting source documents with customs filings via secure audit trail;

• Clear audit trail, data provenance and quicker information availability make it easier to avoid problems, resulting in

faster dispute resolution and invoice reconciliation;

• The transport plan provides planned, estimated and actual data, giving visibility to any planned or last-minute

changes to support proactive exception management;

• Immediate information and visibility for issuing of confirmations such as forwarder cargo receipts supports fluid

payment processes to vendor and better supplier relations;

• End-to-end and up to date transport information can serve as the backbone of new product development to support

demand forecasting and planning.

Benefits for BCOs

• Eliminates manual processes (checking multiple Track and Trace dashboards, calling/emailing

service providers) and delays related to ecosystem data processing;

• Full, trusted visibility on the end-to-end journey of a shipment will enable shippers to efficiently

validate fees and surcharges;

• Improves analysis on shipping times / delays on specific lanes leading to changes in routing and/or

better root cause identification to address service issues and improve inventory management;

• Identify shipments that are on the verge of rolling. Leading indicators can help Logistics group

pro-actively adjust and/or alert Customer Service;

• Improves efficiency and timeliness in the creation and distribution of documents that routinely get

generated and exchanged between trading partners;

• Expedite the customs clearance process by providing document and transactions authenticity and

security via digital workflow

• Simplified process and workflow-driven compliance policies enable shippers to perform the

function themselves, potentially at a fraction of the cost;

• Single, standards-based publish/subscribe interface for obtaining visibility data, eliminates costly

maintenance of costly, error-prone point-to-point interfaces with supply chain; reduces service

provider switching costs.
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Block Train

The block train product (full train dedicated to one customer) is a tailor-made solution, reviewing the optimal and

preferred routes from China to Europe and vice versa. The min. requirement is 41 containers and max. 50

containers per train.

Key Benefits:
➢ Reliability and flexibility

➢ Fixed transit time

➢ Takes customers’ preferred route

Single rail container FCL

The single rail container movement door to door products. Depending on origin, we have several weekly

departures and options available from China to Europe and vice versa.

Key Benefits:
➢ Several weekly departures

➢ Door-to-door solution

➢ Cross-border trucking from South-East Asia to Europe available

Rail LCL

The rail LCL product from China to Europe including door-to-door solutions using Poland as hub for final leg

distribution to EU countries.

Key Benefits:
➢ EXW & FOB services

➢ Door delivery to majority of EU countries

❑Maersk’s Intercontinental Rail Services / First Block Train Project in Georgia
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▪ Cost of bringing goods to market

▪ Timeliness and reliability

▪ The need for speed and time to market

▪ Sustainable and ecofriendly solution

▪ Change in end-customer buying behavior

▪ Cost Efficiency: Reduce working capital, reduce inventory and improve cash flow

Key Benefits of Intercontinental Rail Solutions

Commodity restrictions on rail transportation

Prohibited items

➢ Battery

➢ Meat

➢ Firework

➢ Liquid milk

To be checked items

➢ Machinery

➢ Chemical and DG Cargo

➢ Liquor

➢ Make up

GPS and Multi-Sensor tracking able to provide:

✓ Location

✓ Temperature and Humidity

✓ Shock

✓ Light exposure

✓ Pressure
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First Block Train Project by Maersk Georgia

Maersk’s intercontinental rail product portfolio expands, with the recent introduction of a block train solution

connecting China and Georgia, the first such product developed specifically for the needs of Georgian

imports. Inaugurating the new rail connection compliments Maersk’s current coverage of the Caucasian

Countries (Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia), based on Ocean shipping products.

Key Notes:

➢ Place of Departure: Xi’an, China;

➢ Place of Arrival: Tbilisi, Georgia;

➢ Container Volume: 41 Units;

➢ Container Type: 40 H’DRY;

➢ Transit Time: 21-22 Days;

➢ Tracking Capacity: GPS per container.

Key Benefits:
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❑Maersk in Georgia - Opportunities for Caucasus & CA

➢ Creating Direct Inland services from Poti till CA Land Locked Countries with

Multimodal Solutions.

➢ Offering an alternative Logistic Solutions with Intercontinental Rail Service (ICR) from

China to Georgia and Azerbaijan;

➢ Offering Rail Combined Mode (RCM) In land Delivery service to offer One Stop Shop

Handling for Azerbaijan and Armenia markets;
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Thank you!

Dr. Irakli Danelia, (PhD in Economics)
Commercial Representative in Caucasus Region

King David Business Center, 5th Floor
12 Aleksidze str., 0179, Tbilisi, Georgia
Mob: +995 577 00 32 32
E-mail: irakli.danelia@maersk.com
https://www.maersk.com

mailto:irakli.Danelia@maersk.com
https://www.maersk.com/

